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Abstrat
We alulate the orrelator of a 't Hooft and aWilson oplanar irular onentri
loops at strong oupling inN = 4 SYM theory. In this limit the problem redues to the
determination of the omposite minimal surfae in the urved spae with the proper
boundary onditions. The minimal admissible ratio of radii for suh a onguration
is found to be e−1/2 ≈ 0.606 at zero temperature and the dependene of the minimal
admissible radii ratio on temperature is derived. At low temperatures the minimal
admissible ratio of 't Hooft and Wilson loops radii remains lose to 0.6, whereas at
high temperatures T it beomes equal to 1
piT
. We nd that at any temperature there
exists a phase transition point: beneath some spei value of 't Hooft loop radius
the dual ounterpart of Wilson't Hooft orrelator is organized as two disonneted
surfaes in AdS, whereas for 't Hooft loop radius above it, there exists a onneted
onguration with a juntion of monopole, harge and dyon surfaes. We suggest a
generalization of the entanglement entropy for harged boundaries and make some
omments on its alulation at strong oupling.
1 Introdution
There is growing interest to the possible role of the magneti degrees of freedom in the
strongly oupled gauge theory at nonzero temperature. It was argued that monopole-
like degrees of freedom an be relevant for the desription of the quark-gluon plasma
and even a possibility of the selfdual plasma has been disussed. The urrent status
of this issue and the proper referenes an be found in [1, 2℄. Hene it is interesting
to investigate the interation between the magneti and eletri degrees of freedom in
details. There are in priniple two dierent mehanisms of interation; one involves
an exhange by a partile-like mode while the seond way an be better thought of as
the stringy one. We shall fous in this paper on the stringy mehanism of interation
and shall disuss it in the dual piture relevant to the strong oupling regime.
In the dual stringy setup the presene of the (p, q) string juntions known in
the IIB model is of prime importane. The onguration involving juntion was
suessfully applied to derivation of the quark-monopole interation [3℄ when the
dual desription of the parallel straight eletri and magneti lines at the boundary
was onsidered. Another appliation of the juntion onerns the nonperturbative
deay of the monopole in the eletri eld and eletrially harged partile in the
magneti eld. Suh proesses were suggested in [4℄ and analyzed in details in [5℄.
In all ases the onguration involves some virtual dyons whih are oupled with
external partiles at the juntion manifold where the magneti and eletri harges
are onserved.
In this paper we shall onsider the orrelator of a Wilson and a t'Hooft loops
whih was suggested in [6℄ as a good probe for the investigation of the magneti
properties of the plasma. In the dual piture the Wilson loop in the strong oupling
regime is alulated in terms of the minimal surfae of the fundamental string with
Wilson loop boundary [7℄ while the t'Hooft loop is the boundary of the D-string
worldsheet. To simplify the onsideration we shall disuss the irular onentri
magneti and eletri loops and shall searh for the onneted surfae with the proper
boundary onditions. It is lear that due to the harge onservation the dyoni string
worldsheet must be involved and the minimal surfae has to be omposite. We shall
nd suh omposite minimal surfae involving the worldsheets of F1, D1 and (F1,D1)
1
strings in some interval of the radii ratio.
It is typial that the stringy minimal surfaes involving several boundaries un-
dergo a kind of phase transitions familiar from soap lms. In the dual desription
suh ritial behavior was rst disussed in [8℄ for the parallel Wilson loops in the
boundary theory. Later similar transitions have been found for the oplanar irular
Wilson loops [9℄. In our analysis of the omposite minimal surfae we shall nd the
similar phase transition. Above some ritial ratio of eletri and magneti radii the
onneted surfae is absent, that is, the orrelator an be saturated only by the ex-
hange of some partiular supergravity modes. We nd the dependene of the minimal
admissible radii ratio on temperature. At low temperatures the minimal admissible
ratio of 't Hooft and Wilson loops remains lose to 0.6, whereas at high temperatures
T it beomes equal to 1
piTL
, where L is AdS radius.
Another related issue we shall disuss onerns the entanglement entropy whih
eetively ounts the number of degrees of freedom stored in some partiular region.
The holographi alulation of the entanglement is very similar to the alulation of
the Wilson loop orrelators sine it is nothing but the alulation of the minimal sur-
fae in the bulk with the proper boundary [10℄. The entanglement entropy manifests
some ritial behavior as the funtion of the size of the region whih suggests that it
an serve as a kind of order parameter for the deonnement phase transition [11℄.
Another important feature of the entanglement entropy is the property of the strong
subadditivity for the region with the multiple boundaries [13℄. It an be proved holo-
graphially [14℄ and orresponds to the inequalities for the Wilson loops in the gauge
theories [15℄.
In our analysis we shall meet a new situation when the boundaries arry eletri,
magneti or dyoni harges. The alulation of the entanglement entropy in the annu-
lus geometry has been onsidered in [18℄ when the smooth minimal surfae onnets
two boundaries. In our ase this is impossible beause of the harge onservation
that is why we shall suggest the generalization of the entanglement entropy for the
regions with the harged boundaries. Our evident reipe for the dual alulation of
the harged entanglement entropy involves the omposite minimal surfae we have
found. We shall briey disuss some generi properties of the harged entanglement
entropy, like the strong subadditivity.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we shall nd the omposite
minimal surfae at zero temperature and disuss its properties. In Setion 3 we
onsider the dependene of the omposite minimal surfae on temperature, whih is
introdued by bakground modiation. Setion 4 is devoted to our suggestion for
the generalized entanglement entropy and we investigate some of its properties. We
summarize our ndings and list the open questions in the Conlusion.
2 Zero-temperature onguration
In this setion we shall investigate the orrelator of eletri and magneti loops at zero
temperature. Sine we perform a strong oupling alulation, the problem is redued
to alulating the minimal surfae in AdS5 bakground [7℄ with an eletrially and
a magnetially harged boundary. Contrary to the orrelator of the similar loops we
have to add a virtual dyoni surfae to provide harge onservation. Another extra
element is the aount of the equilibrium ondition for the tensions at the juntion
line.
Our metri is
ds2 =
dz2 + dr2
z2
. (1)
and we start with the ation for an axially-symmetri world-sheet in terms of r(z) as
dynamial variable. Here and below all dimensionful quantities are measured in units
of AdS radius L. For a string with tension T , where
T =


1, harge (Wilson)
t, monopole ('t Hooft)√
1 + t2, dyon,
(2)
the ation is
S = T
∫
rdz
z2
√
1 + r′2. (3)
This ation does not make the onformal symmetry of the problem manifest. To
make it expliit, we make a substitution (z, r(z))→ (u, τ(u)), where
z = e
τ√
1+u2
,
r = e
τu√
1+u2
.
(4)
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In these variables
ds2 =
du2
1 + u2
+ (1 + u2)dτ 2, (5)
and
S =
∫
udu√
1 + u2
√
(1 + u2)2τ ′2 + 1. (6)
Variables u, τ are ationangle variables for onformal symmetry, whih now mani-
fests itself in τ shift invariane. Correspondingly, it indues integral of motion c = ∂L
∂τ ′ ,
whih allows us to express
τ ′ = ± c
(1 + u2)
√
u4 + u2 − c2 . (7)
This immediately brings an expression for a normalized tangential vetor nµ ≡
(nu, nτ )
nµ =
(√
u4 + u2 − c2
u
,
c
u(1 + u2)
)
. (8)
Solution to equations of motion is given in terms of the ellipti inomplete funtion
Π(a; z|b)
f(τ, c) =
∫
cdu
(1+u2)
√
u4+u2−c2 ≡
≡
√
2cΠ
 
1
2(
√
4c2+1+1); i sinh−1
 
√
2u√√
4c2+1+1
!
|
√
4c2+1+1
1−
√
4c2+1
!
√√
4c2+1−1
.
(9)
The onguration we are interested in is desribed by three urves τ(u; c). One is a
dyon and is simply given as c = 0, that is
τ = const, (10)
making a sphere z2 + r2 = const2 in terms of (z, r). The other two lines are a harge
τ2(u; c2) and a monopole τ1(u; c2), whose parameters are onstrained by boundary
onditions of the Wilson and 't Hooft lines, making irles of radius R2, R1 respe-
tively, where R2 > R1:
τ1 = logR1 − F (u; c1), (11)
and
τ2 = logR2 + F (u; c2), (12)
4
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Figure 1: Right-hand-side of equation (17), t = 100
and F (u; c) ≡ f(u, c)− f(∞, c). We have three more onstraints upon the ongura-
tion: fore equilibrium onditions and intersetion ondition. From the equilibrium
of fores we obtain
c2 = tc1, (13)
and √
u4 + u2 − c22
u
+ t
√
u4 + u2 − c21
u
=
√
1 + t2
√
1 + u2, (14)
whih yields
c1 = ±u
√
1 + u2
1 + t2
, (15)
and
c2 = ±tu
√
1 + u2
1 + t2
. (16)
The third ondition
log
R2
R1
= −F (u; c2)− F (u; c1) (17)
an be easily solved numerially. Its right-hand-side is depited in Fig. (1). We an
see that, for all ouplings, it has two regular solutions, but only for 0 < log R2
R1
< 1
2
.
Thus the onguration we are looking for, exists only for a limited range of
R2
R1
.
Regularized (UV nite) ation on equations of motion is given by
σ(u; c) =
∫ (
u2√
u4 + u2 − c2 − 1
)
du (18)
Thus
S =
√
1 + t2
(√
1 + u20 − u0 − 1
)
+ (σ(∞; c2)− σ(u0; c2)) + t(σ(∞; c1)− σ(u0; c1))
(19)
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Figure 2: Ation in the units of
R2
AdS
α′ vs. ratio R1/R2 for the onneted onguration
(solid line), and for the disonneted onguration (dashed line); t = 1/10
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Figure 3: Conguration of harge, monopole and dyon lines, t = 3.
Comparing the ation on the two possible solutions, we an see in Fig. (2) that
the ation on solution 1 dereases when log R2
R1
→ 0, whereas ation on solution 2
dereases when log R2
R1
→ 1/2. The orresponding ongurations in u, τ spae look
like shown in Fig. (3).
3 Finite-temperature analysis
In this Setion we generalize the zero-temperature analysis to nite-temperature ase
to study the transition phenomena in this system, whih is the main objetive of this
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Figure 4: Conneted onguration for Wilson't Hooft orrelators at nite temper-
ature and g →∞.
paper. Let us take the thermal metri suggested in [19℄ whih reads as
ds2 =
R2
z2
(−h(z)dt2 + dx2i )+ R2h(z) dz
2
z2
(20)
where
h(z) =
{
1− z4
z4
0
, z0 > 2/3
z2 + 1− µz4, z0 < 2/3
(21)
and z0 =
1
piT
, where T is the temperature. This metri orresponds either to ompat-
ied AdS geometry (z0 > 2/3) or to a blak hole in AdS (z0 < 2/3). The type of the
onguration we want to study remains the same as in the previous Setion: Wilson
and t'Hooft loops, onneted with a dyon ap. For simpliity we study ongura-
tions with g →∞, whih is onsistent with duality hypothesis. Therefore, tension of
monopole surfae goes to zero and it is attahed to the dyon-harge surfae along a
normal vetor; the dyon-harge surfae itself has no sharp bend. The onguration we
onsider now is shown in Fig. (4). Alternatively, a purely disonneted onguration
may exist, onsisting only of dyon and monopole ups, shown in Fig. (5) The ation
on any of the surfaes, given by r(z) dependene, is then
S = Tp,q
∫
dz
r
z2
√
1
h(z)
+ r′2. (22)
As we will see below, the two ongurations will be onurring for being the leading
one. We shall establish riteria for existene and leadership of these ongurations
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Figure 5: Disonneted onguration of Wilson't Hooft orrelators at nite tem-
perature and g →∞.
below. We note that in the limit g →∞ the only dierene in ation omes from the
piee of the onguration, denoted (2) in Fig. (4), that is, the monopole surfae,
bounded by 't Hooft loop.
We solve the equations of motion numerially and onstrut a family of solu-
tions {z1(r;R1, R2, z0, g), z2(r;R1, R2, z0, g), z3(r;R1, R2, z0, g)} subjet to boundary
onditions:

z′1(0) = 0 (regularity at origin)
z2(R2) = 0 ('t Hooft line is a boundary)
z3(R1) = 0 (Wilson line is a boundary)
z1(r¯) = z2(r¯) = z3(r¯) (juntion present)
T1,1τ
µ
1 (r¯) + T0,1τ
µ
2 (r¯) + T1,0τ
µ
3 (r¯) = 0 (juntion is in equilibrium)
(23)
where r¯ is the juntion oordinate r, τµi are tangential vetors to eah of the respetive
urves zi(r), τ
µ
i =
1√
gzzz′2i +grr
(1, z′i), indies i = 1, 2, 3 refer to the parts of the on-
guration shown in Fig. (4) . The use of strong-oupling limit makes the equilibrium
ondition easy to implement numerially: the requirement is now simply gµντ
µ
1 τ
ν
2 = 0.
Although any range of (R1, R2) an be studied by our method, for deniteness
we keep everywhere below the Wilson radius very large R1 = 1, whih is reasonable,
sine we want to see something interesting around phase transition, taking plae at a
omparable sale of z0 = 2/3. At zero temperatures as we have seen in the previous
8
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Figure 6: Two branhes of the ation on the onneted onguration, stable and
unstable one.
Setion, all the dynamis of the system depends only on the ratio of R2/R1. At nite
temperature it is already not the ase, for onformal symmetry has been broken.
Thus the ation is now a funtion of two independent variables R1 and R2. However,
it seems justied to study the eets around R1 = 1 for the following reason: a very
small onguration will feel non-trivially only very high temperatures; similarly, a
very large onguration will feel non-trivially only high temperatures; if anything
interesting happens around HawkingPage phase transition, it must be probed with
R1 ∼ 1.
Upon solving the equations we observe that there are two branhes of S(R2), a
stable and an unstable one, shown in Fig. (6). We note that our numerial reipe for
nite renormalized ation was to employ a onstant uto. The unstable branh is
of no interest to us, beause it never rosses the stable one. The range of R2 is here
(Rmin2 (z0), R1). At zero temperature we have seen that R
min
2 = R1e
− 1
2 ≈ 0.6065R1.
At nite temperature the minimal admissible R2 will be some funtion R
min
2 (z0). It
is shown in Fig. (7). Smooth asymptote at z0 → ∞ niely reprodues the analyti
zero-temperature result. In the blak-hole temperature range the minimal radius is
9
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Figure 7: Minimal admissible 't Hooft loop radius Rmin2 (z0) with Wilson loop being
set R1 = 1.
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Figure 8: Below Rcrit2 disonneted piee dominates, above it  a onneted ong-
uration has a lower ation.
at a high auray Rmin2 (z0) = z0.
Ation evaluated on this branh should be ompared to the ation on the stable
branh of the onneted solution, whih we onsider in (8). One an observe a ritial
point Rcrit2 , distint from R
min
2 . The whole piture resembles here the one found in
the AdS/CFT omputation of entanglement entropy [11℄: upper unstable onneted
branh is fully irrelevant, lower onneted branh intersets with the disonneted
solution at some ritial sale lcrit, whereas a maximum admissible sale lmax for a
onneted solution exists and is distint from lcrit. We show the dynamis of R
crit
2 (z0)
in Fig. (9). Our analysis shows that this ritial value is always lose to the minimal
admissible value, however, it is always slightly above it. Thus at all temperatures
10
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Figure 9: Dependene of ritial 't Hooft radius Rcrit2 on inverse temperature param-
eter z0.
three exists a phase transition in the 't Hooft radius R2.
4 Generalized Entanglement entropy
In this setion we shall disuss the possible generalization of the notion of the en-
tanglement entropy for the regions with the harged boundaries suggested by the
analysis of the previous setions. This notion has been introdued long time ago (see
[20℄ for the review and referenes) but attrated a lot of attention reently beause of
its eetive derivation in the holographi piture [10℄. Roughly speaking if we have a
set of regions divided by boundaries than the entanglement entropy is dened as the
entropy seen by an observer in a region who does not ommuniate with the other
regions. In the simplest ase one has two regions A and B and introdue the vauum
density matrix ρ0 = |0 >< 0|. Then the redued density matrix
ρA = TrBρ0 (24)
denes the entanglement entropy
SA = −TrAρAlogρa. (25)
The entanglement entropy is generially UV divergent but the UV divergent part of
the entropy does not depend on the size of the region L hene the nite L-dependent
11
ontribution to the entanglement entropy an be, for instane, safely dened as the
dierene of the entropies at two dierent L1 and L2.
The multiomponent regions has been investigated as well and the following
generalization has been suggested, inspired by the one-dimensional ase [16℄
S(X1 ∪X2 . . .Xp) =
∑
i,j
S(|ai − bj |)−
∑
i<j
S(|ai − aj |)−
∑
i<j
S(|bi − bj |), (26)
where S is the entropy of the single omponent and ai and bi are the right and left
boundaries of the i-th omponent. An important question onerns the property of
the strong subadditivity
SA + SB ≥ SASB + SATB, (27)
whih has been proven in holographi piture in [18℄. Another interesting feature of
the system to study is the extensive mutual information [17℄
I(A,B ∪ C) = I(A,C) + I(A,C), (28)
where
I(A,B) = S(A) + S(B)− S(A ∪B). (29)
It was argued in [17℄ that the extensivity does not generially hold whih is triggered
by nonvanishing tripartite information funtion
I(A,B,C) = I(A,B) + I(A,C)− I(A,B ∪ C). (30)
The holographi alulation of the entanglement entropy is pratially identi-
al to the Wilson loop alulation hene our mixed orrelators suggest the natural
generalization of the entanglement entropy when the harges (pi, qi) are attributed
to eah boundary. That is, the entropy funtion for eah interval takes values in
SL(2, Z)⊗ SL(2, Z) lattie and has the following struture
Si = S
(pi+1,qi+1)
(pi,qi)
(31)
for the i-th interval. In the onformal ase the alulation of the generalized entropy
orresponds to the alulation of the partition funtion with nontrivial boundary
onditions. One an dene the generalized entropy by summing over the all boundary
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harges or introduing a kind of boundary hemial potentials for dierent harges.
Note that an example of the entanglement entropy with nontrivial boundary struture
has been disussed in [22℄. In that ase an example of a wall between two onformal
theories [21℄ has been analyzed; however, no harges have been attributed to the
boundaries. In our ase the treatment of the generalized entropy in the onformal
situation should involve dyoni boundary onditions formulated in [23℄.
Our reipe for the holographi alulation of the generalized entanglement en-
tropy is very transparent. One has just to alulate of the area of the omposite
minimal surfae as the funtion of the geometrial harateristis. Sine all bound-
aries generially have (p, q) eletri and magneti harges, the orresponding bound-
ary ontour has to be a boundary of the (p, q) string worldsheet. Suh onneted
omposite surfaes may exist or not depending on the geometry of the boundary re-
gions. Similar to anonial entanglement entropy, harged entanglement entropy is
UV divergent but the UV divergent part is independent of the geometrial fators.
A natural question onerns the properties of the generalized entropy. The rst
one to be mentioned is the strong subadditivity whih an be simply tested in the
holographi piture. A omparison of the orresponding area indiates that for the
simplest (0,1)-(1,0) orrelator this property is satised, however, the analysis of the
multiple (pi, qi) loop orrelators deserves a speial onsideration. The most interest-
ing question related to the generalized entanglement entropy onerns its modular
properties. Indeed, when we have a orrelator of multiple dyoni loops, it takes val-
ues in SL(2, Z)⊗k with some integer k and it would be very interesting to investigate
the ation of the S-duality group on it, whih ould be related to the deonnement
phase transition [11℄. We hope to investigate this issue in a separate work.
5 Conlusion
In this paper we have onsidered the simplest orrelator of nonloal eletri and
magneti probes in N = 4, that is, a Wilson and a t'Hooft loop. The alulation
has been performed at strong oupling regime and we have identied a omposite
minimal surfae in the urved spae with the proper boundary onditions. It turns
out that the onneted minimal surfae exists in an interval of the radii of the loops
13
and there exists a kind of phase transition similar to the one found in [9℄. We have
also investigated the properties of the solution in the thermal bakground. At low
temperatures the admissible bounds for the radii of the loops are 0.6 < R2/R1 ≤ 1,
whereas at high temperatures above the Hawking-Page transition z0 < R2/R1 ≤ 1.
A ritial 't Hooft radius always exists, whih denotes a phase transition between a
disonneted onguration for radii below it and a onneted onguration above it.
We have foussed on the onneted minimal surfae ontribution. However, in
the range of the radii when it does not exist the orrelator is saturated by the exhange
of the partiular supergravity mode and it would be interesting to investigate this
ontribution in details as well. It would be also interesting to reognize the phase
transition in terms of the summation of the perturbative series in the spirit of [24℄.
However in the ase under onsideration the perturbation analysis is more involved
sine the interations between eletri and magneti objets have to be summed up.
One of the most interesting questions onerns the ation of the S-duality group
on the generi orrelators of the dyoni (p, q) loops. A generi orrelator of (p1, q1),
(p2, q2) dyoni loops has to possess interesting properties under the ation of SL(2, Z)⊗
SL(2, Z) group. In partiular, it would be interesting to investigate the modular prop-
erties of phase transition points of dyoni loop orrelator.
Calulation of a orrelator of several nonloal observables has a lot in ommon
with the alulation of the entanglement entropy. Our alulation suggests the natural
generalization of the entanglement entropy notion to the ase when the boundaries of
the regions are harged under the S-duality group. That is, generially the generalized
entanglement entropy for the region with k boundaries takes values in the group tensor
produt SL(2, Z)⊗k. Sine the entanglement entropy at strong oupling is similar to
the Bekenstein-Hawking blak hole entropy the generalized entanglement entropy an
be onsidered as an analogue of harged blak hole entropy. We plan to disuss these
issues elsewhere.
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